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VIA ELECTRONIC FILING
The Honorable David J. Smith
Clerk, Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals
56 Forsyth Street, N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
Re: Tracy v. Florida Atlantic University
Case No. 18-10173
Dear Mr. Smith:
Pursuant to F.R.A.P. 28(j), Appellant files the attached supplemental
authority: Stanley Fish, The First: How to Think About Hate Speech, Campus
Speech, Religious Speech, Fake News, Post-Truth, and Donald Trump (One Signal
Publishers 2019). The attached excerpt from this recently published book, authored
by the eminent legal and First Amendment scholar, directly discusses this case.
Consistent with Tracy’s position, the author concludes that FAU violated Tracy’s
First Amendment rights by terminating him for fully-protected speech unrelated to
the University. Fish, 101-02. (“[S]hould a faculty member, in his or her capacity as
a citizen, speak out on such a contested matter, the university should not respond in
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any way, except to reaffirm the faculty member’s right to express his or her views”
even if highly offensive.).
With regard to FAU’s pretextual basis for Tracy’s termination (I.B.14-18,
50-56), Professor Fish notes in passing that in his many years teaching, he never
had to disclose outside writing as a conflict of interest. Fish, 98 (“I can report that
in eighteen years of writing for the New York Times, I failed to fill out similar
disclosure forms at four universities and suffered no repercussions.”). The record
shows that other professors who maintain blogs or social media did not disclose
them and were not disciplined for failing to do so, and that Tracy is the only
faculty member known to have been required to disclose such speech. (I.B.19).
Consistent with Tracy’s arguments challenging the jury’s conclusion that
speech was not a motivating factor (I.B.50-57), the book quotes the jury foreman,
strongly suggesting the jurors knew FAU was trying to stop Tracy’s speech. Fish,
104 (“The jury foreman acknowledged that the cited FAU policies were
‘inconsistently enforced’ but added that ‘Professor Tracy is a smart guy and he
knew what they wanted him to do’ and he didn’t do it. In other words, Tracy
wasn’t savvy at playing the game and therefore deserved the consequences.”).
Tracy’s attorney had responded that FAU administrators “didn’t like his speech
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and they wanted him gone.” Id. Professor Fish agrees: “On this record, that seems
to be true.” Id.

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Richard J. Ovelmen
Richard J. Ovelmen
Fla. Bar No. 284904
CARLTON FIELDS, P.A.
Miami Tower, Suite 4200
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Miami, Florida 33131
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Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 28(j) because the body of the letter contains
348 words.
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Why Freedom of Speech Is Not an Academic Value 83

such foundational questions, but the symposium would unfold
against the background ofthe answers currently inplace.) It is the
university's obligation to manage the energies of its constituencies
in a way that is minimally disruptive of the core work of academic
life as it is presently understood.

Divestingfrom Fassil Fuels: Should Universities Speak Out?
Still, there are some campus controversies that do directly implicate First Amendment concerns, and often they involve demands
by students and/or faculty that the university, in the person of its
administrators, take a position on controversial issues. In recent
years students and some faculty have.'asked universities to say no
to fossil fuels by divesting themselves of fossil fuel stocks. The
spirit and ideology ofthe movement are captured in this statement
by Chloe Maxmin, a student activist at the time: "The divestment movement . . .aims to stigmatize .the fossil fuel industry
by rebranding it as a social pariah and a rogue political force that
preys on our future. We want to make it socially unacceptable
for politicians and institutions'to support a recl~less industry that
manipulates the political system and values short term profits over
humanity's survival."21 M~min clearly sees that ifa university were
to divest, it would be positioning itself on one side of a political
dispute and therefore making a political statement. No doubt,
at many colleges and universities a majority of the students and
faculty is on that side and believes, indeed, that there is no other
side and surely no one that deserves to be heard. The students are
asking universities to do what they themselves more and more tend
to do: substitute for academic-style deliberation the declaration of
what they take to be the undoubted truth. ~XThy shouldn't a universiryling up with the angels?
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Those against divestment will argue not that the truth is on the
other side but that this is the kind of truth on which universities
shouldn't pronounce. They will say that the truth universities are
committed to establishing is the truth about factual matters in the
humanities, social sciences, and physical sciences. Do migration
patterns in the Southwest suggest an emerging Democratic Party
majority? Is chronic fatigue syndrome a virus or a deficiency of
the immune system? Those who debate questions like these will
give reasons and listen to counterreasons and participate in a collaborative effort to determine, insofar as possible, what is the case.
The relevant question is ~hdt is thefact ofthe matter?, not What
should we, as individuals or as a nation, do to solve d probleyn?When
we turn to that second question, truth is still a concern, but zt is
a truth about the soundness of a policy. Is it true that we should
strike North Korea preemptively? Is it true that we should legalize
assisted suicide? These are political and moral questions, and. while
there is surely a truth to be determined about them, it is not a truth
a university properly seeks, although it would be entirely proper to
survey in a classroom the various answers offered by researchers in
the fold. Just don't go the next step and take a vote and send your
students out committed to a political position.
This severe point of view in which universities must have a
hands-off policy and therefore a "say nothing" policy with respect
to matters not strictly academic was succinctly announced by
the provost of the University of Wisconsin at Madison when, in
2043, he met.with students who were urging the administration
to take a stand on the then impending invasion of Iraq. He said,
"[The University of Wisconsin does not have a foreign policy."
This profound witticism was recently given a more prosaic formulation by Drew Gilpin Faust, then president of Harvard, when
she rejected student demands that her university divest itself of
fossil fuel stocl~s: "We should .. . be very wary of steps .intended
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to instrumentalize our endowment in ways that would appear to
position the university as a political actor rather than an academic
institution."22 From Faust's perspective, divesting from fossil fuels
would be the equivalent of the university's announcing that i~ was
supporting a particular candidate in an election. Many faculty as
well as most students would welcome such an announcement, but
what Faust is saying is that the moment such an announcement is
made, the institution has ceased to be academic and.has become a
political actor. One might argue that by investing in fossil fuels a
university is taking a political position. No,it isn't, if the reason for
investing is a financial and fiduciary one. Ordinarily, a university's
investment in a stock does not amount to an endorsement of the
activities the corporation engages in. But singling out a stock for
disinvestment does amount to a disapproval of those activities and
hence is a blatantly political act.
So there are at least two reasons for colleges and universities to
refrain from speaking out on controversial political issues (unless
of course the issue touches directly on the health and flourishing
of the university; in that case the duty of the university is to insert
itselfinto the controversy, for in doing so it would not be forsaking
the academic enterprise but rising to its defense). The first reason
is implicit in Faust's statement: because teaching and research are
the university's distinctive activities, putting a university's resources
in the service of an activity to the side of its mission will implicitly
decertify it and raise questions about the rationale for its existence.
If at bottom.,.the university is a political actor with classrooms,
why not dispense with the classrooms and go right to the political
agenda? The other reason for universities to refrain from taking
political stances is that once they do they become vulnerable to
constituencies (and there will always be some) whose convictions
lie on the other side of the question; they will become vulnerable
also to the accusation that they are paying politics, which is of
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course what they would be doing, usually badly. So you can urge
universities to remain silent either because you believe that the
integrity of the enterprise. requires that they not pronounce on
political matters or because you ;Fear the consequences of inserting universities directly into the political arena where they would
likely be overmatched.
There are many who see statements like Faust's as a dereliction
of duty on the part of universities and university administrators,
who, after all, occupy a privileged position ofinfluence and therefore should exert that influence in an effort to better the society in
particular and the human condition in general. Those who think
that way will not want the university to refrain from pronouncing
on controversial matters, but instead wild urge senior administrators to speak out and play a direct role in both the formation and
the guidance.of public conversation and debate. They will find
support in the 19~ 5 statement of the American Association of
University Professors on academic freedom and tenure. The authors of that document saw it as the job of universities to produce
experts who will correct the errors ofpopular opinion and "retrain"
(their word) a democracy that may have been led astray by untutored voices.23 In their view, the university is a social and political
institution that has ambitions and obligations we11 beyond.the
classroom and the research laboratory. Needless to say, I set myself
against that position. Ofcourse it is true that universities are politicallysituated; everything about them, from their zricorporation to
their funding, their t~ status, and the stag services they rely on,
is enmeshed in politics. But that is quite different from saying that
those who work inside universities should conduit themselves as
political dcto~s. It is one thing to be embedded in a structure made
possible by political activities; it is quite another to be acting as a
political agent within that structure. The first is unavoidable; the
second, I think, is to be avoided no matter what the temptation.
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I know that my view o~ academic life and work is unfashionable. The belief that universities have more general obligations to
the public ~~nd to their students and should not confine themselves
to honoring and maintaining what I have called acaderr~ic values
is held by many, on the Left and on the right, and the reasons they
give for that belief are often attractive and seem compelling. But I
remain convinced that an uncompromisingly narrow understanding o£what universities are is necessary to their survival and flourishing and will in the end garner mare support than a surrender
(which would have to be performed differently at different times)
to the political urgencies of the day. The university that rigorously
distances itselffrom politics will be at once true to its mission and
more likely to prosper politically.
This opposition between those who think (as I do) that uz-~iversities should stick to their academic knitting and those whose view
of the universit~r's role is more expansive often sits in the background of many campus controversies, dictating their:shape even
when that opposition is not specifically referenced. Different ideas
about the purposes universities should serve will translate into
different understandings of the actions appropriate to students,
faculty, and administrators; while those different understandings
will sometimes take the surface form of free-speech claims and
counterclaims, the underlying debate is often less about free speech
than it is about the scope and limits of academic performance on
the part of various actors.

The Amy Wax Stork
Consider as an example the regent fortunes or misfortunes ofAmy
Wax, a professor of law at the University of Pennsylvania. Wax's
conflict with her colleagues and her dean. was sometimes framed
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in free-speech terms, but it was really a disagreement about professional responsibilities.
Here's what happened. In August 2017, Wax coauthored with
law professor Larry Alexander (University ofSan Diego) an op-ed
titled "Paying the Price for a Breakdown of the Country's ~ourgeois Culture." It was published in the Philadelphia Inquirer and
was illustrated by a picture of John Bayne; either a provocation
or a reassurance, depending on whether a reader was liberal or
conservative. W~ and Alexander began by listing the ills of the
present day: too many unqualified job applicants, too few males
in the workplace, opioid addiction, violence in the inner cities,
children born out of wedlock, and an undergraduate student-body
less skilled academically than that of two dozen other countries.
Whey then said that while the causes of these phenomena are
"multiple and complex," one primary cause in their opinion is
the "breakdown of the country's bourgeois culture," the culture in
which you were supposed to get married before you had children,
remain married, get the education you need for gainful employment, work hard, be a patriot, be civic minded, be respectful of
authority, and avoid coarse language. According to Wax and Alexander, these "basic cultural precepts" were in force from the late
1940s to the mid-1960s, and we would be better off if they were
revived today.24
Now it is easy to mount a criticism of this argument or to declare, as one prominent legal academic (Brian Leiter) has, that it is
"silly."25 One can also imagine colleagues of Wax's and Alexander's
in their respective law schools strongly disagreeing with their analysis and pointing out, as some did, that behind the facade of the
1950s were swept-under-the-rug evils like racism, anti-Semitism,
violence against women, and unapologetic homophobia. Still,
however wise or foolish they may have been, W~ and Alexander had every right to offer their analysis of the culture's ills in a
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public forum, and their colleagues also;had every right to criticize
that analysis in the halls of the law school or in print. But when
thirty-three of WA's colleagues wrote an open letter to the University of Pennsylvania community, they condemned her as a person: "We write to condemn recent statements our colleague Amy
W~ ...has made in popular media pieces."26 To be sure, it is not
Wax but her statements that are specifcally condemned; there is a
difference, however, between saying that we strongly disagree with
a statement and saying that we condemn it; statements worthy of
condemnation are by definition statements that shouldn't have
been made, and condemning them is tantamount to condemning
the person who made.them. Could it be a complete coincidence
that within less than two weeks, students belonging to the Penn
chapter of the National Lawyers Guild released a statement characterizing Wax's views as "an explicit and implicit endorsement of
white supremacy" and urged the dean to take her out of required
first-year courses, where neophyte students would be subjected
to her "bigoted views"?Z~ The dean, Theodore Ruger, declined to
do so and defended Wa.x's right to speak, but he hedged his bets
considerably by speaking of her "divisive given noxious views" and
announcing that "as a scholar and educator I reject emphatically
any claim that a single cultural tradition is better than all others."28
W~ would reply that she never said that; what she did say, in the
op-ed and elsewhere, is that "bourgeois values" like thrift, sexual
restraint, and a strong work ethic will better serve citizens who
want to flourish in the "advanced economy" of this and other
countries. She has been careful to say that these values are not "the
property of white people"; the superiority she alleges is cultural,
not racial.
Now there is a lot to sort out hire (and the story has more
chapters to follov~) for there are multiple speakers, and what
we want to ask is which o~ them had the right, both legally and
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professionally, to speak as they did. I have already said that W~
and Alexander had every right to speak out an matters they considered important (a right that is theirs as citizens) and that their
colleagues had every right to express their disagreement, although
their expression of condemnation may have crossed a line. What
about the dean? WeII, no pravosr or president is going to remove
him for what he said and no legal liability attaches to his utteraz~ces. But there is a professional question: Is a dean more limited
in what he can say than the faculty he administers? There is reason
to.think so. A dean's responsibility is to the smooth running of the
enterprise and to an evenhanded concern ~`or the dzgnity and professional well-being of every faculty member; he or she shouldn't
play favorites or create scapegoats. Ruger defaulted on that responsibility when he said, in effect, Amy Wax has the right to her
opinions, but they dre divisive and wrong, dnd I, ds'dedn, reject-them.
As an administrator, it's not his job to either reject or endorse _
the views members of his faculty express; it is his job to affirm
the right of the faculty to express them. If ~XT~'s co~leagues'were
wrong to slide from disagreement into moral disapproval, Ruger
was doubly wrong when he did the same thing because he forgot
entirely what his jo1~ was: not to judge faculty sentiments but to
protect them. He said that he was speaking "as a scholar," but once
he becomes a .dean, that posture is no longer available to him. I-~e
is always spearing "as a dean," and his woxds wi11 be received as
the words ofa dean and riot as the words ofthe faculty member he
used to be. Both scholars-turned-deans and the faculty colleagues
they have left behind often seem unable to understand what has
changed when the title changes. Roger got it .halfright (which
puts him one up on most administrators): he was right when
he refused to discipline Wax for her constitutionally protected
speech; he was wrong when he took pains to disassociate himself
from it. Perhaps Roger had his eye on the different constituencies
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that might be paying attention to this incident and was trying to
strike a stance that would gain the support of as many of them as
possible. W~ reports that in a conversation with her, Ruger described himself as a "pluralistic dean" who must accommodate "all
sides."29 I u~lderstand that calculation (if he was making it in this
instance), but I would maintain that it is the wrong one because
it mixes up academic politics with the politics offund-raising and
popular opinion.
You may think this is a quibble and that by and large Dean
Roger acquitted himself well in the situation. But then something
else came to light and the stogy took a turn. In September 2017,
W~ was interviewed by a Brown University economist, Glenn
Loury. In the course o~that interview, she touched on the question
of affirmative action and. rehearsed what is known as the "mismatch theory." It says that students who lack the raw numerical
credentials for admission but are admitted to top-tier universities
by affirmative action criteria set themselves up for failure.30 They
find themselves in classes with students whose preparation and
s1~iI1 levels exceed theirs; they struggle to keep up, develop problems with self-esteem, and in general fare less well than they would
have had they attended a school to which they would have been
admitted by virtue of their test scores.
Had ~T~ merely rehearsed the rrzismatch argument (which,
needless to say, is controversial} and stopped there she would have
been on firm academic ground and there would be no basis at
all for rebuke and discipline. But then, as we all sometimes do,
she went a bit too far and used her own experience as a longtime
teacher of Civil Procedure to buttress her argument. She said, "I
don't think I've ever seen a black student graduate in the top quarter and rarely in the top half. I can think of one or two students
who scored in the top half in my required first year, course. . . .
You're putting in front of this person a real uphill battle."31 I'~Iow
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obviously the point WaY wants to, be making centers on "this
person"—the minority law student admitted to a school .he or
she would normally not have gotten into—and the reference to
her own experience is somewhat of an aside. IeTot surprisingly,
however, those who were irritated by Wax's position sized on the
aside as if it were her main point and declared that her racism was
now fully revealed. In response to new calls that Wax be fired or
disciplined, Dean Ruger reversed himselfand announced that Tax
would no longer be teaching first-year students.
Why did he take that action? First, he explained, because ~Xlax's
statistics are in error. "Black students," Ruger insists, "have graduated in the top of the class at Penn L,avv"; moreover, "black students
at Penn Law are extremely successful both inside and outside the
classroom, in the job market, and in their careers."3~ So far this is
merely a scholarly correction. But then Ruger makes two moves
whose relationship to each other is problematic. I-~e says that
because the law school "does not permit the public disclosure of
grades or class rankings ... or publicize grade performances by racial
group," Wax has transgressed a policy ofconfidentiality. But if Wax's
statistics are wrong, as Rugg says they are, she has not disclosed anything (although Ruger nova has}; she's just made a mistake. Perhaps
she was trying to transgress a policy, but she failed to do so.
Ruger, however, has another objection to what she said to
Loury, and that objection has more weight: "Black students assigned to her class in the first week at Penn Law may reasonably
wonder whether their professor has already come to a conclusion
about their presence, performance, and potential for success in
law school and thereafter."33 I~Iuch depends on whether this is an
empirical or a theoretical matter. Is there evidence that minority
students who know about the anti—affirmative action positions of
their teachers feel as Ruger says they do? Or is it at least sometimes
the case that students are able either to discount or set aside the
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political positions of their teachers, especially in a course like Civil
Procedure that doesn't offer many openings for the introduction
o~ political positions? And if the question is a theoretical one, aye
we prepared as a matter of general principle to say that anyone
who announces a policy position distressing to some identifiable
group of students should not be allowed to teach in classrooms
populated by members of that group? Strictly enforced, such a
dictum would result in very few professors being eligible to teach
any classes at all.
The underlying question is whether Ruger is making an academic decision for which he has academic reasons, or is making
what only appears to be an academic decision but is really a decision produced within a political calculation. If Ruger is given the
benefit o~ the doubt and we decide that his reason for disciplinary
action was academic, he was within his tights and responsibilities
to say what he said in his second letter to the Penn Law community.
If, however, he spoke with an eye to external constituencies—ifhe
was offering W~ up as a sacrifice to those she had offended—he
can be faulted for marching to a political rather than an academic
drummer. But however one comes down on the issue, no genuine
First Amendment considerations will have been in play. That we
have here are professional considerations that happen to involve
the production ofspeech. Did Ruger exceed his mandate when he
not only challenged Wax's statistics but implicitly impugned her
motives? Was removing her from the first-year classroom an act
dictated by the obligations of his office, or was he overreacting and
hiding behind the First Amendment, as a Penn Board ofTrustees
member who resigned thought he did?34 Did Wax in her turn
speak unwisely and perhaps unprofessionally? Is she a racist? The
evidence says no, and even if she were, does having racist views
disqualify you from teaching in a university? (I think not.) These
are genuine questions, but, to repeat my point, they are not First
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Amendment questions. The conditions ofWax's employment- were
altered because o~ something she said,. but she was able to say it
freely; no'speech- .right o~ hers was abridged; and the debate about
whether the consequences she suffered were justified is a debate
about ~rafessiona~ judgment(hers and her dean's) and not a debate
about a constitutional principle.

The Steven Salaifia Story
Much the same could be said avout another case in which free
speech issues and professional issues were conflated when they
should -have been distinguished. This time, the central figure is
on the left. Steven Salaita, a professor of English at Virginia Tech
University, was offered a tenured position at the University of
Illinois, Champaign-Urbana. The offer, which was extended at
the end of a nationwide search, was accepted, and in a short:time
Salaita resigned from Virginia Tech (as did his wife, who was a staff
member), sold his house, and began hunting for a place to live in
Urbana. Meanwhile, moving expenses had been negotiated, an office was assigned to hirn, and his courses were put on the schedule.
Then, in early August 2d I4; three weeks before he was to teach his
first class, Salaita was told by then chancellor Phyllis Wise that she
would not be forwarding his- file to the Board ofTrustees and that
the offer of employment had been.withdrawn.
Why was it withdrawn? In the period between the tendering of
she offer and its withdrawal, Salazta, known as apro-Palestinian,
anti-Israeli activist, had sent out a series oftweets thought by many
to be offensive, scurrilous; outrageous, and anti-Semitic. Here are
two ofthem:"If you're defending Israel now you're an awful human
being"; "At this point, if Netanyahu appeared on T~ with a necl£lace made from the teeth of Palestinian children, would anybody
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be surprised?"35 There is evidence (although not in the university's
official record} that Wise's action was taken in response to pressure
from legislators, parents, alumni, and donors. She was careful to
say in an August 2~ statement that the univ~rs~ty was ~lec~ged to
protect "robust—and even intense and provocative—debate," but
she added, "[W]hat we cannot and will not tolerate . . .are personal and disrespectful words or actions that demean and abuse
either viewpoints themselves or those who express them."36 If the
"we" referenced here is the university community in general and
members of the senior administration in particular, one wonders how far their resolve not to tolerate extends. Salaita did nat
publish his tweets on a university server or proclaim them on the
quad. Why,then, should Wise and her colleagues have any official
relation to them unless they think of themselves as obliged and
a.utharized to monitor everything everywhere?
I trust it is clear that in at least some ways Salaita and Wax,
although on different sides of the political aisle, are similarly situated: both have been denied professional ben~~ts to which they
were otherwise entitled because ofsomething they said in a nonacademicsetting. The difference is that while ~alY was removed from
a course she had taught for many years, Sa~aita never got to teach
a class at Illinois at all and, as it turned out, became petty much
unemployable. (In 2017, he announced that he was leaving the
academy.) Both uttered sentiments that were controversial because
they touched on hot-button issues—racism and anti-Semitism—
and both were told by adrr~inistrators that the content of those
sentiments played no part in the action taken against them. Chancellor-Wise anticipates Dean huger when she declares, "[E]very
student must know that every instructor recognizes and values that
student as a human being."37 she's not reacting to Salaita's views, or
so she claims; she doesn't want students at Illinois who might sip in
Salaitas classes to feel that- their teacher doesn't respect then, just
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as Dean Ruger doesn't want Penn Law School's black students to
feel that Amy W~ has come to a conclusion about their abilities
before the semester starts. One might argue that Ruger's concern
for the welfare of his students has a firmer basis than Wises. The
students he is solicitous of are not the projection of an abstract
possibility of psychological harm; if there is an injury to be suffered, they have already suffered it, and, given the demographics
oflaw school student populations, everyone knows who they are.
In contrast, Wise's solicitude is for students yet to matriculate and
who, because of her action, will never be subject to the disadvantage she imagines.
Nevertheless, despite these differences (and the difference that
Penn is a private institution and Illinois a public one), the questions put earlier to the WaY case are apt here. If Salaita was out of
line, what line are we tallying about: a professional line, a moral
line, a legal line? Is what he said in his tweets disqualifying for
membership in the academy? Is he an anti-Semite (I don't think
so), and if he is, is there a rule (stated or implied) that credentialed
professors cannot be anti-Semites? Can we legitimately reason
from the off-campus expression ofan instructor's political views to
his or her performance in the classroom? (Both WA's and Salaitas
student evaluations were full of praise~for their dedicated and evenhanded teaching.) Is there a political litmus test for entry into the
professoriat? Note once again that by and large these are not First
Amendment questions but questions about the limitations and
obligations of professional behavior. The only constitutional issue
in sight is the issue of whether Illinois, a public university, violated
Salaitas rights by firing (or de-hiring) him because it didn't like his
political views. And that issue is obscured or at least made difficult
because (1) arguably, he was never officially hired in the first place
(Chancellor Wise cites a boilerplate provision, often ignored, that
the finalization of an appointment requires Board of Trustees ap-
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proval), and (2) according to the university, his politics were not
the reason for its action.

The James Tracy Story
The same claim—We're getting rid o,fyou, but we're not punishing
you fog your ideas—was made by the administrators of Florida
Atlantic LJniversiry when in 2016 they fired James Tracy, a tenured professor who, in a series of blogs and other public venues,
said that the Sandy Hook tragedy in Newtown, Connecticut, was
staged by certain constituencies with the intention of creating a
favorable climate for the passage of gun control legislation. Tracy.
also engaged in ahigh-profile dispute with Leonid and veronique
Pozner, parents ofa six-year-old boy who died in the massacre. The
Poz~ers complained that Tracy's writings caused them.incredible
pain and anguish and reported having received from him a fetter
demanding proof that their son Noah actually existed and that
they were the persons they purported to be. For his part, Tracy
claimed that the Pozners were conspiring to deprive him of his
livelihood. He added that if teaching that mass media should be
interrogated "is an outmoded ideal and a skill that can no longer
be practiced or taught to young adults, I stand guilty as charged."38
Tracy's fears proved prophetic. In 2016 he was removed from
his position. The university's claim (mirroring the claims of the
dean of the Penn Law School and the chancellor o~ the University of Illinois) was that Tracy was not dismissed for having and/
or publishing controversial views but for having failed to fill out
forms asking faculty members to report on outside activities for
which they received compensation and which might have involved
a conflict of interest. `Tracy, in turn, asserted that his 61og specifically disclaimed any relationship between his views and the views
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of Florida Atlantic University.39 It way his position that there had
been little or no enforcement of the requirement to supply the
disclosure forms regarding possible conflicts ofinterest and that he
was being singled out for discipline solely because the university
disapproved of his constitutionally protected views. (I can report
that in eighteen years of writing for the New York Times, I failed
to fill out similar disclosure forms at four universities and suffered
no repercussions.) That disapproval was in fact.voiced in a mass
email by then FAU president Mary Jane Saunders:"I want to make
it clear that those views and opinions are not shared by Florida
Atlantic University, and I am personally saddened by any media
stories that have added to the pain felt by the victims' families."4o
The question raised here is the same one raised by the .Amy
W~.and Steven Sa.laita incidents: Is it the proper business of a
senior university administrator to express either approval or disc
approval of a faculty member's political views? Should FAU, as an
institution, have any views on what happened or didn't happen
at Newtown? Saunders's email has the university intervening in
a political debate, something it has no business (a phrase meant
literally) doing, even if, as in this case, the intervention would be
applauded by almost everyone.
President Patricia IVTcGuire of Trinity ~'lashington University
disagrees. In 2017 she wrote a blog post criticizing President
Trump's travel ban and taking special. a.im at Trinity alumna and
Trump counselor Kellyanne Conway, who; she said, "played a
large role in facilitating . . . the grave injustice bezng perpetrated
by the Trump administration's war on immigrants." In response
to those who objected that as president she shau~d have st~:yed
"out of the political circus," McGuire said ghat "presidents are not
mere spectators," and that when "truth, integrity and justice are at
stake . . .presidents must not shy away from public responses."41
At stake where? Everywhere? It would seem so, sine M~Guire has
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apparently given herself a roving commission to speak out publicly
and with the authority of her office whenever she thinks truth and
justice are being threatened.(Does she wear a cape and a costume?)
And I thought that the commission of university presidents was
limited to the duties they were hired to perform, duties McGuire
trivializes when she accuses her critics of wanting her to "stick to
serving tea." Serving tea sometimes, no doubt, when the occasion
is ceremonial, but in between ceremonies there are the small tasks
of administering a faculty, building a curriculum, maintaining a
physical plant, ensuring campus security, managing the budget,
overseeing the athletic program, monitoring the office of admissions, presiding over promotion and recruitment, raising funds,
and nourishing alumni relationships (Goodbye, Kellyanne Conway). That seems enough to do without taking on the additional
tasks assigned to legislatures, the press, the United Nations, and
the pope. And where does it end? If as an administrator you feel
obliged to disown a faculty member's eiew on Sandy ~-Iook or rebuke an alumna for her loyalty to Trump, what's to stop you from
disowning a faculty member or graduate who speaks out on some
other matter—race, gender, the environment, abortion, whatever?
This is one time when the slippery-slope argument has force: if
you align the university with a position on one public issue, you've
opened the door to aligning the university with a position on another, and then another, and then another, and pretty soon you
won't have a university at all; you'll have a political message center.
What is true of universities is also true of professional academic
associations. In 2016 a group calling itself Historians Against
Trump wrote an open letter to the country warning voters about
the danger Trump and his possible election posed to the republic.4Z
The signatories, including many prominent and distinguished historians, cited their academic credentials as a reason for hearkening
to what they had to say. Sut as historians, the letter writers are in
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no better a position to dispense political (as opposed to historical) wisdom than anyone else, including my accountant o~ my
pet-sitter. Their credentials do give me a "reason to listen to them if
they are pronouncing on disputed matters in their discipline: Was
the Civil War fought for economic or moral reasons or both or
neither? What explains the resurgence of populism in this country
and elsewhere? As scholars who have spent: years studying these
questions in ways that I haven't, professional historians deserve my
attention. But they have no call on my attention when it comes
to telling me how to vote, although I might factor what I have
learned from them about matters offact into the decision I finally
make. The Historians Against Trump apparently believe that their
advanced degrees confer on them the skill of discerning which
presidential candidate embodies the country's hopes (hopes as varied as the various constituencies residing among us). That claim is
no different from the claim that a university president (McGuire
or any other), by virtue of his or her a ce, has the qualifications
and capacities to instruct us as we enter the ballot box. Now I
might know a university president for whose political savvy I have
a high regard, but it would be that savvy and not her position that
would lead me to seek her out before I voted. Conversely, there are
plenty ofpersons whose advice I would seek who are not university
presidents or academics of any kind. Of course, nothing rules out
my encountering a historian who happens to be politically acute,
but political acuteness cannot be ascribed to the class of historians.
The acuteness and the credential come apart. The moral is simple: keep your professional expertise and your voicing of political
sentiments separate, unless, of course, your professian is politics,
which, it hardly seers necessary to say, is not the profession of
historians.
Some cases are tricky. Did Janet Napolitano, president of the
University of California, cross the line between academic and po-
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litical speech when in 2018 she called the Trump administration's
policy of separating children from their parents at the border
with Mexicocruel and immoral?43 It depends on whether she was
speaking as a university administrator or as a former secretary of
the Department of Homeland Security. If the latter, then there is
nothing to rebuke in her expressing an opinion; she spoke as an
expert on the issues raised by Trump's action. But if she spoke as
a university administrator—Iam the president ofthe University of
California and here's what Ithink—she spoke out of turn if onl"y
because millions of Americans, including some of her faculty and
students, think something else and blame the children's parents for
being at the border in the first place. But, someone might object,
couldn't she simply disassociate herselffrom her academic title and
make it clear (as James Tracy tried to) that her views were not the
university's? I tend to doubt it; despite disclaimers, many would
hear what she said as issuing from the institution o~ which she is
the chief executive officer. Better to not run the risk and refrain
from political commentary until you've left your university office.
Intervening on the side of the wounded and unfortunate may
make you feel goad, but it also associatesyour university with
one parry to a political battle that has not yet passed into history.
Academic administrators should pronounce only on those moral
issues so long settled that pronouncement is unnecessary and superfluous.
No one any longer believes that there .is a positive case to be
made for slavery (although many made it for centuries), but slav=
ery is almost unique as an issue on which there is now only one
side. Other political questions are very much alive—questions
such as whether Islam is a terrorist religion or whether Israel is
an apartheid state or whether the Trump presidency is a threat to
democracy. A university has no business expressing a view on those
questions or any other questions still being contested. And should
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a faculty member, in his or her capacity as a citizen, speak out on
such a contested mater, the university should not respond in any
way, except to reaffirm the faculty member's right to express his ar
her views even if the view expressed is "Jews bring their troubles
on themselves" (uttered by a professor in an off-campus op-ed)
or "Blacks just can't make it in elite law schools" (uttered 6y a
professor in an interview). The university should have nothing to
say about those views, unless they have been urged by a professor
in class, in which case that professor has abandoned his or her
academic responsibilities and become a political agent. An administration stepping in at that point would still not be taking a stand
on the substantive political issues; it would just be censuring an
instructor for crossing a line that shouldn't be crossed.
That is what Sweet Briar College instructor Ne11 Boeschenstein
did when on the day after Trump's election she pondered whether
she .should walk into class and say "[L]et's turn to page 46 and
pick up where we left off" or acknowledge the "elephant in the
room" and initiate a discussion of Trump's victory.44 She chose
to do the latter. That was her first mistake: she began the class by
exchanging its academic focus for a political one. The mistake was
compounded when, after prodding her reluctant students, she
discovered that a number of them had actually voted for Trump.
Immediately she began to harangue them, asking,"Why did you
give Trump a pass on the racism, the misogyny.. The xenophobia
and the environment? ... ~Ihy do you forgive this man's rejection
of the fundamental values on which we agree? Please explain this
to me." Suddenly students who thought they were in the room to
receive instruction were instead on the receiving end of a political
lecture that concluded wzth their being commanded to go forth
and "stand up against [Tramp's] language of bigotry." The transformation of the occasion from an educational lesson to a political
rally was complete, a transformation far which Boeschenstein
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offered no apology: Indeed her only regret was; that she hadn't
engineered it earlier in the semester: "Had I been brave er~ou~h
to start this conversation in September, I wonder whether some
of my Trump-supporting students might have chosen otherwise
at the ballot box on Tuesday." ~r in other words,I wish that Ihad
~zbdndoned my professional responsibilities sooner. She should have
been disciplined if not dismissed, if only because, by her own
admission, she was no longer performing the duties she had been
trained and paid to perform and was defaulting on those duties
willfully and eagerly.
The same is true of those teaching assistants at the University
of North Carolina, Chapel ~-Till, who, in response to a decision
to house a controversial statue commemorating Confederate
soldiers in a new building, struck and refused to turn in student
grades for the fa11 2018 semester. Provost Robert Blouin got it
exactly right when he said that withholding grades for a political
reason "violates our university's instructional responsibilities."
Blouin was particularly distressed to .learn that some instructors
were using class time to win students to the strikers' side. `What,
he pointed out, amounted to coercion and "an exploitation of the
student-teacher relationship."45 The instructors who are. striping
and recruiting. undergraduates for their cause should lose their
teaching assistantships, for, like Boeschenstein, they are no longer
performing as academics.
James Tracy does not seem to fall into this category; he was
under fire for the extramural expression of political views, not for
turning his classroom into a political forum. The legal issue was
cut and dried. As U.S. District Judge Robin Rosenberg said in her
instructions to the jury, a state entity cannot dismiss an employee
because of his or her constitutionally protected speech, which
means speech addressed to a "matter of public concern." Ros~nberg also explained that dislike of an employee's protected speech
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did not have to be the sole reason for disciplinary sanctions; so
long as it was a contributing factor, the action would be suspect on
constitutional grounds. Despite the judge's charge, the jury took
just three hours to decide that Tracy's termination was justified.
The jury foreman acknowledged that the cited FAU policies were
"inconsistently enforced" but added that "Professor Tracy is a
smart guy and he knew what they wanted him to do" and he didn't
do it.4~ In other words, Tracy wasn't savvy at playing the game and
therefore deserved the consequences. One of Tracy's attorneys,
Matthew Benzion, responded by saying,"They [university administrators] didn't like his speech and they wanted him gone." On the
record, that seems to be true. (Tracy has now appealed the district
court's ruling to the Eleventh Circuit.)
In the three main cases we have examined a key question is
whether an instructor's controversial political views informed and,
by informing, corrupted his or her pedagogical performance. Only
if that corruption had occurred would a disciplinary response by
an administration be in order. According to students who .sat iri
Tracy's classroom, he was a demanding and insightful professor
who required that they work hard and think hard. There didn't
seem to be any complaints that he had turned his academic classroom into a platform for his partisan agenda. Like Wax and Salaita,
Tracy was undone by the assumption that an instructor who voices
political views many would find objectionable necessarily allows
those views to skew his teaching. The record does not seem to bear
out this assumption in any of the instances examined in this chapter, and I would contend that there is no necessary relationship
between a teacher's political prole and the shape or quality of his
or her teaching. Each case must be considered on the basis, of the
evidence surrounding it. Unfortunately, this is a point that escapes
university administrators,• who -seem unable to understand the
necessary distinctions. And that is why the stories of Wes, Salaita,
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and Tracy constitute a cautionary tale the moral of which is that
faculty members who speak out.strongly in public venues do so at
their own peril, even if their classroom performance is exemplary
and what they say is constitutionally protected speech.
[End of Section]
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